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Your Email Points
I have the view of private Companies, I am of course convinced of the link between trade links 
(like what the EU built) and decrease in war risks. 

!

But I may not see lots of other aspects : 

!

If women are active in trade, does it reduce the risk of war (vs countries where women are 
not really part of the economy) ? 

!

What is the impact of micro-credits ? Might also be a good question. 

!

These elements clearly play a part in a society stability.



Make Trade Not War
http://www.voxeu.org/article/free-trade-agreements-do-they-help-keep-peace  

article written by; Philippe Martin, Thierry Mayer, Mathias Thoenig 09 April 2010 

To understand the role of strategic factors in FTAs, we need to come back to an 
old argument, the so called “Liberal Peace” argument which states that 
bilateral trade flows reduce the probability of a bilateral war, (a mechanism that 
has been analysed theoretically and on which some empirical evidence exist.)  

Hence, FTAs, because they create trade, should reduce the probability of wars 
between countries. 

Is the geography of FTAs consistent with a model in which policymakers believe 
that FTAs are pacifying and therefore believe in the Liberal Peace argument?



Globalisation
Globalisation in the form of multilateral trade needs to be reinforced; 

It openness changes to political factors.  

It reduces bilateral economic dependence and the opportunity cost of a bilateral war,  

increases the probability that a dispute escalates into a conflict.  

Countries should respond to the weakening of local economic ties (a side effect of multilateral 
trade liberalisation) and its potentially peace-harming consequences; 

by reinforcing local economic ties through a FTA. This is exactly what the data suggests.  

Country pairs more open to multilateral trade and with a history of old wars are more likely to sign 
FTAs.  

From this point of view, we interpret the multiplication of FTAs as a logical political response to 
globalisation.



 My Views
Because of my background, physics is my point of reasoning: 

On my tweet I hinted that Im currently working on understanding trade in itself; 

Trade is a motion (motion is transportation); movement good, services and money for money, in a 
form of exchange. 

If therefore we understand it as such, it means that trade too may apply the 3 laws of motion by 
Isaac Newton; 

Which means that, the 1st law is self explanatory; if nobody initiates change things remain, the 
existing trade-links remain and thus no expansion. Or no trade; no action, no exchange, it remains 
moving up or things remain spiraling down. No force exerted no change. 

According to this article in slide 3: trade in exchange for war for peace, is a notion difficult to prove 
successful in business because its not measurable its assumed, but if we take 2 people of 
different clans, that are in an alliance for personal gain, they often want to keep this going, and by 
default thy achieve peace. Bilateral may work easier but the dynamics might differ when there is a 
third, fourth or more parties  

Therefore the key according to this law, is initiation. 



…2nd Law
2nd law is also talking about exerting same force to 2 different objects of 
different masses (2 countries after the same resource), the result will be 
changes in motion, by acceleration:  

Good Example: slave trade (transportation) to America; In order to 
accelerate motion, increase revenues & avoid conflict; EU & US had to 
form a rigid triangular link, because EU had an already existing alliance in 
North Africa for transporting (West & Central) Africa. 

Here refers to the trade blocs, agreements and speed. 

GeoPolitics & Religion play a major role in ….causing conflicts,…
causing delays,…discouraging trade, even the exclusion of women.



3rd & Final Law
For every action, there is an equal and opposite reaction. 

The opposite reaction might not be negative, if pre-determined or foreseen; in fact 
it can be used in our favor. Throwing a tennis ball and seeing it bounce back 
doesn't shock us, that is why we use this phenomenon favorably. 

“Trade as an option to avoid war”, can be assumed to work based on this law; I 
initiate trade and trade bounces back, a new relationship is created, more 
opportunity created, and as a result longterm rewards…. 

Resulting to profiting in Liberal Peace. 

But the opposite reaction can also be unforeseen disadvantages of Global or 
multilateral trade… 

see next slide…



Opposite Reaction To Trade

Protecting Domestic Employment  

Protecting Consumers 

Infant Industries  

National Security  

Retaliation 
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Women Active In Trade
Microcredits & Reducing The Risk Of War?



 Types Of Wars
Civil Wars 

Corporate Wars 

Guerrilla Wars 

Wars of Independence 

Religion based Wars 

Wars of Succession 

War, in its juridical sense, is a contention carried on by force of arms between sovereign 
states, or communities having in this regard the right of states.  

Hegemonic (global wars) 

Total War (the warfare by one state waged to conquer another) 

Limited War (millitary action to gain some objective short of the surrender and occupation of the 
enemy)



No Blanket Solution
Liberal Internationalism, security, democratic institutions, liberal notion of civil society; 
apply well in the West where it was formulated. 

Other regions of the world where Democracy is like a misunderstood adopted religion, 
“trade in place of war” notion may seem meaningless, since war triggers are often 
political instability, religious related etc, instead of pursuing of more resources. 

In Europe, U.S, Canada, Australia, Russia and other newly developed countries, this 
may resonate because the interest is in accumulation of resources, that can be 
achieved by trade; The conflict trigger may shift to distribution of those resources. 

The rule of law in the Middle East (even in the wealthiest nations), parts of Africa, and 
other parts of Asia, and parts of South America, it is slightly different. 

Liberal peace and market reform doesn't always mean that in some of these regions 
are a automatic society stabilizers, women inclusion and individual success.



–RePLICC

“There is one thing true of all people; all people want 
to have more choices..” 



The Impact: Success Story 
Microcredit is the extension of very small loans (microloans) to impoverished borrowers 
who typically lack collateral, steady employment and a verifiable credit history.  

It is designed not only to support entrepreneurship and alleviate poverty, but also 
in many cases to empower women and uplift entire communities by extension.  

In many communities, women lack the highly stable employment histories that 
traditional lenders tend to require. Many are illiterate, and therefore unable to complete 
paperwork required to get conventional loans.  

As of 2009 an estimated 74 million men and women held microloans that totalled US
$38 billion. 

Grameen Bank reports that repayment success rates are between 95 and 98 percent. 

“The success is due to local money for local people, vs foreign Aid”, said 
Muhammad Yunus (2006 Nobel Peace Price)



No Direct Influence To War
As a spokes person of women’s recognition rights and inclusion of women in the economical cycle, 

I believe that (and it has been also proven by governments and international bodies) that women exclusion within the 
market increase the suffering of the society in general because it increases poverty unnecessarily, since the number 
of women is larger than that of men. Cutting off women means cutting off more than half the percentage of humanity 
from generating income. 

There are many issues: women also tend to live longer than men; if that is the case then we are creating a huge 
number of pensioners who have zero savings that depends 100% on the state’s resources. 

Plus it drops the GDP ratios of those nations who exclude women.   

This is no brainer,…. including women in the market also means companies to ensure that they do not create 
ceilings for women their hire; in climbing the corporate ladder.  

Because, the result of the two actions are the same even if measured on different scales. 

Now, if the inclusion of women in the market reduced any risk of war, then it would be true that the 
exclusion of women in the market may result into war. But it doesn’t. 

The truth is, excluding women or including women has no direct influence to any type of war today, because 
women fight in silos, they fight differently, and most women around the world just want “peace” (in its reverse 
meaning), which means more talk and not much action (or action is joining a march once a year - making the 
organizers richer), and they either put-up or keep silence!  

That is currently the reason why, Change is so slow, and the liberation of women today is still very much 
dependent on men, who uses women liberation for gaining women votes.



Conclusion A: Fighting Different
Fighting different is not entirely negative, because its foreseen and 
expected.  

It is not only foreseen by active and passive women, but its foreseen 
by men as well. All types of men; 

A.  the feminist men, that are genuinely in support of  women,  

B. the misogynist - one who hates or mistrusts women. 

C. And the borderline men who do not necessarily agree to women 
oppression but they may use the conditions to get ahead of women.  

All these people foresaw that women may find it hard to challenge and 
win their fight because they fight differently in a world that knows no 
other way but force.



Conclusion B: The Money Weapon

Money is the new weapon; to wage war against women, or used as an objective short of the 
surrender and occupation of the enemy.  

The logical move is for women to utilize the same weapons in their warfare, to gain equal respect.  

It’s no surprise that the microcredits have had such a positive impact to societies, because the 
large portion of microcredit seeker is the oppressed, the women.  

At the moment poor women see no incentive in advocating for women’s rights, they are just 
thinking of the next meal. This means more half the army is inactive. 

That is why women must work together. 

let’s get more like minded people and remove all barriers  

Let us brainstorm on how to do something meaningful that will combine all religions, all 
backgrounds, the rich and poor women and men who believe in a world of equality.  

We must come work together in thinking of ways to draw ALL women to what is longterm, the 
cause.



Thank You!!!!

Join the women conversation on Twitter: 
@REplicc 
@GWRM8 
@MRMF8 
@Plicc13 

@ClaireGodding5


